By Ray Kwasnick

The varsity soccer team staked through three periods of scoreless play before rallying and just falling short of victory in the Greater Boston League championship. Tufts withstood a double header that took two goals on the board in the first period. One of the goals, put in by the rover, the other without either of its co-capstone, Ben Wilson '70 and Larry Petro.

BU tripped the freshman side to a 2-0 finish. It was characteristic of the team's success of the first two periods, with only three goals, led by Chip Kimbell '72 in sixth, Bob Myer's seventh, and Craig Lewis '72 in eighth, Pat Sullivan '72 finished sixth to displacethree Branderis and two BU opponents. In the last two miles, cozy Myers made up two places to overtake teammate Craig Lewis. This victory gives the varsity a respectable 5-5 slate for the season. However, three figures alone cannot give an accurate account of the team's success of success. Three of the races were run by two-point margins. For much of the season the team not only cannot give its co-capstones, Ben Wilson '70 and Larry Petro.

BU losses

The first half of the season as well as their varsity counterparts. In a dual meet, the freshen

By Buzz Moylan

Last Tuesday on the rain-drenched turf of Franklin Park, Tufts took on the horcruses from Brandeis and BU in the last triangular meet of the season. The die was already cast. The outcomes were externec course, the engineered winners victorious; the final score: MT 27, Brandeis 47 BU 51.

Goldschard second

In the varsity category, a quick freshen from Brandeis named Gary Lyons "stole" the victory. He clocked 12:31. Rahn Goldschard '72 placed second in 27:04. His time is prepping course conditions. Eric Deefeld '70, running close to collar Webber throughout the race, was third at 27:15. BU and Brandeis were two spots from the top in the points.

A string of Techmen occupied the following three slots, led by Chip Kimbell '72 in sixth, Bob Myer's seventh, and Craig Lewis '72 in eighth, Pat Sullivan '72 finished eleventh to displace three Branderis and two BU opponents. In the last two miles, cozy Myers made up two places to overtake teammate Craig Lewis. This victory gives the varsity a respectable 5-5 slate for the season. However, three figures alone cannot give an accurate account of the team's success of success. Three of the races were run by two-point margins. For much of the season the team not only cannot give its co-capstones, Ben Wilson '70 and Larry Petro.
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